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Abstract  7 
Sustainability research in the macromarketing literature has been largely limited to exploring 8 
sociocultural values and norms, business practices, public policies, and economic conditions. 9 
Although WKHFRQFHSWRIµYDOXHV¶FRQVWDQWO\UHFXUVLQWKHOLWHUDWXUH, religious perspectives have 10 
received little attention. By presenting an alternative interpretation of what have traditionally 11 
been construed as anthropocentric religions, this study highlights the underutilized potential of 12 
religions as effective vehicles for initiating cultural transformation towards sustainability. The 13 
article calls for contextualized approaches to ecological sustainability that take into account the 14 
values and worldviews of target communities, which are often shaped by religious systems. The 15 
article concludes that including religions in the sustainability discourse can benefit 16 
macromarketing theory and practice in a variety of ways.  17 
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Introduction 1 
Does religion have a role to play in the sustainability discourse? A review of the extant 2 
literatures on religion and ecology indicates an affirmative answer. Yet, there is a wide chasm 3 
between two opposing views: on the one hand, religion is held accountable for fuelling 4 
unsustainable modes of production and consumption (e.g., Feuerbach 1957; Nash 1991; White 5 
Jr. 1967); and on the other hand, religion is defended for combating such undesirable practices 6 
(e.g., Bouma-Prediger 2009; Gardner 2006; Johnston 2014; Motahari 1985, 1990; Nasr 1997; 7 
Tucker 2008; Tucker and Grim 2001; Wallis 2010). A root cause of conflict between these two 8 
FDPSVLVWKHQRWLRQRIDQWKURSRFHQWULVP7KHIRUPHUDVVRFLDWHVKXPDQEHLQJV¶XQVXVWDLQDEOHOLIH9 
practices and their negative consequences (e.g., ecological degradation and the depletion of 10 
natural resources) with theological teachings (e.g., The Chain of Being) that have allegedly 11 
OHJLWLPL]HGPDQ¶VH[SORLWDWLRQRIQDWXUHContrary to this view, advocates of religion argue that 12 
unsustainable behaviors are only the immediate outcome of a narrow interpretation of the divine 13 
teachings that regard mankind as the custodian of nature.  14 
Scholarship on the positive and multiple relationships between religious principles and 15 
environmental ethics is abundant within the social sciences (for a review, see Tucker and Grim 16 
2001). This extensive scholarship testifies to the fact that religions have an established trajectory 17 
of propagating pro-HQYLURQPHQWDOEHKDYLRUVDQFKRUHGLQWKHIXQGDPHQWDOµYalues of being and 18 
OLYLQJ¶0RWDKDUL5HOLJLRQV¶JUDVVURRWVYDOXH-based approach to sustainability 19 
provides an enduring and holistic ethics framework within which socioeconomic growth 20 
strategies can be devised and implemented in such ways that their subsequent social, economic, 21 
and ecological harms can be minimized if not eliminated (Nasr1997; Wallis 2010). Juxtaposed 22 
with the general sustainability discourse, ZKLFKFRPPRQO\HQFRPSDVVHVWKH(¶Veconomy, 23 
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environment/ecology, and equity), the present article specifically focuses on the 1 
ecological/environmental aspects of sustainability in relation to religions. 2 
Ecological/environmental sustainability refers to the preservation of three functional categories 3 
that represent the direct or partial use of natural resources essential for human survival: 1) 4 
resource provision, 2) absorption of wastes generated by human activities, and 3) provision of 5 
environmental services related or unrelated to human activity (Visconti, Minowa and Maclaran 6 
2014).  7 
A cross-disciplinary theoretical analysis of the extant literatures on religious studies, 8 
social sciences, ecology, environmental studies, ecofeminism studies, marketing, and 9 
macromarketing reveals four based on fours religious perspectives on to sustainability: 1) 10 
UHOLJLRQV¶KDUPIXOFRQWULEXWLRQWRHFRORJLFDOVXVWDLQDELOLW\UHOLJLRQV¶EHQHILFLDOFRQWULEXWLRQ11 
to ecological sustainability, 3) secular/non-religious approach to ecological sustainability, and 4) 12 
other mixed approaches to ecological sustainability drawn from religious studies, social sciences, 13 
ecology, environmental studies, ecofeminism studies, marketing, and macromarketing is 14 
conducted to identify the intersection between religion, ecological sustainability, and 15 
macromarketing (see Table 1). 16 
[Insert Table 1 about here] 17 
Table 1 shows that the macromarketing literature has traditionally focused on a 18 
secular/non-religious approach to ecological sustainability and the works we identified mostly 19 
focus on the intersection between ecological sustainability and macromarketing implications and 20 
overlook religious perspectives, except the foundational work of Hunt and Vitell (2006) which 21 
incorporates the intersection between religion, ecological sustainability, and macromarketing in 22 
general and without specifically exploring the potential role religion can play in promoting 23 
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ecological sustainability. Yet, reviewing the macromarketing literature shows that multiple 1 
papers recently published in Journal of Macormarketing recently have focused on religion and 2 
macromarketing, but not in relation to ecological sustainability. For example, Drenten and 3 
Mcmanus, (2015) provided a review of articles in macromarketing that have dealt with religion 4 
and religious issues; Kale (2004) provided a discussion of issues of spirituality and religion in 5 
the globalized context; Yardakul and Atik (2015) explored the role of religion in coping with 6 
poverty; 6DQGÕNFÕHWDOexamined the impact of globalization, religion, and economic 7 
growth on individual well-being; and Kamarulzaman et al. (2015) studied the role of religion in 8 
searching Halal food in digital media. While religion is not a new research topic in the 9 
macromarketing literature, Drenten and McManus (2015) argue that there is not much research 10 
that combines religion and ecological sustainability or environmental issues, except for the work 11 
of 1) Friedman and Hershey (2001) who explored the impact of Jewish values on marketing and 12 
business practices, 2) Leary, Minton, and Mittelstaedt (2016), who explored the macro-level 13 
influences of religion on the marketplace by showing how religion influences beliefs of 14 
dominion and stewardship, and 3) Minton et al. (2015), who proposed a cross-cultural 15 
comparison of religious motivations for sustainable behaviors. 16 
Our review of the extant literature at the intersection of marketing, religion and 17 
ecological sustainability (see table 1) indicates that macromarketing lags behind other disciplines 18 
(e.g., ecology and environmental studies) in which the positive relationship between religions 19 
and ecological/environmental sustainability is well trodden (see, for example, Batchelor 1993; 20 
Chuvieco 2012; Dellios 2001; Dien 1997; Foltz, Denny, and Baharuddin 2003; Hessel and 21 
Ruether 2000; Mohamad et al. 2012; Tucker and Williams 1997). This oversight may be 22 
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKPDFURPDUNHWLQJ¶VRYHUUHOLDQFHRQVHFXODULGHRORJLHVDWWKHH[SHQVHRI23 
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UHOLJLRQV¶DVmultifaceted µUHVRXUFHV¶-DIDUL.DGLURYDQGUHVHDUFKHUV¶narrow 1 
focus on the impact of religiosity RQFRQVXPHUV¶HWKLFDOEHKDYLRUV)RUH[DPSOH+XQWDQG9LWHOO2 
(2006, 1986) propose a general theory of marketing ethics incorporating religion as a macro and 3 
micro level force that influences consumer behavior. Wenell (2009) explored how positive moral 4 
impulses during Christmas consumptive practices could be sustained in everyday life. While 5 
ethics constitutes an important link between religions and markets, it does not wholly explain the 6 
impact of religion on markets (Mittelstaedt, 2002). Addressing such oversights, the present 7 
article aims to enhance our understanding of: (1) how religions can enrich the 8 
ecological/environmental sustainability discourse at a macro level; (2) what can be learned from 9 
faith-based sustainability initiatives, and (3) how such learning can effectively inform policy and 10 
help efficiently improve our existing sustainability practices which may not necessarily be 11 
associated with religions.  12 
The contributions of the this article are twofold. Firstly, scholars (e.g., Helleiner 2000; 13 
Johnston 2008; Varey 2010, 2011) have begun to ponder if sustainability movements can be 14 
truly sustainable. For example, Catlin and Wang (2013) showed that recycling can lead to over-15 
consumption. Such skepticism is basically concerned with the dominant value systems in which 16 
sustainability movements are nurtured. Here, the essence of argument is that so long as 17 
sustainability operates within the dominant framework of the neoliberal political and economic 18 
ideology, it is doomed to subordinate the mainstream unsustainable modes of living (Varey 19 
2011). For example, since green consumerism is generally predicated on and enacted by 20 
QHROLEHUDOLVP¶VµFLWL]HQ-FRQVXPHU¶PRWWRLWLVOHVVOLNHO\WRFUHDWHJrassroots behavioral change 21 
as greening may paradoxically lead to the overproduction and overconsumption of green 22 
products (Catlin and Wang 2013; Johnston 2008; Varey 2010). Hence, while only the form of 23 
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unsustainability changes, its nature remains intact (Cunningham 2002). Others (e.g., Assadourian 1 
2010; Scott, Martin and Schouten 2014) warn that given the rapid global expansion of 2 
consumerism and its subsequent ecological harms, sustainability is far from gaining widespread 3 
global recognition as a megatrend. This article subscribes to these perspectives, yet, it stresses 4 
that parallel to the ongoing theorizations, the urgency of tackling unsustainability necessitates 5 
LPPHGLDWHDFWLRQEHLWµUDGLFDO¶VHHNLQJJUDVVURRWVFKDQJHRUµUHIRUPLVW¶FRUUHFWLYH6 
(Mittelstaedt et al. 2014). This requires that we broaden our understanding of multiple actors 7 
whose varying, and sometimes conflictual, practices and value systems influence 8 
(un)sustainability. Among many of such actors and practices, religious value-based initiatives 9 
offer a fertile ground on which to further investigate and operationalize sustainability. 10 
The second contribution arises from the diversity of views religions can offer. Nowadays, 11 
there is an increasing recognition for the importance of contextualized approaches to 12 
sustainability (DesJardins 2007; Eaton and Lorentzen 2003; Mascarenhas et al. 2010; Polonsky, 13 
Kilboure and Vocino 2014; Reed, Fraser and Dougill 2006). This stream of research argues that 14 
VXVWDLQDELOLW\¶VPRGHUQGHILQLWLRQVFRnceptual frameworks and solutions have emerged and been 15 
implemented in the context of western industrialized societies. Hence, sustainability discourses 16 
are largely entrenched in western institutions (i.e., sociocultural values and norms, business 17 
practices, policies and politics, and economic conditions), which implies that recommendations 18 
resulting from west-centric projects may not be readily generalized to other societies that have 19 
different sets of development trajectories and socioeconomic, political and cultural 20 
characteristics, and institutions (Gifford 2011; Soron 2010). Mittelstaedt (2002) contends that 21 
public policy in emerging markets is often shaped by religious political and social authority; 22 
hence, our understanding of markets is greatly enhanced by understanding the role that religion 23 
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plays in such economies. Therefore, the inclusion of non-western theories and practices can 1 
enrich our understanding of the theoretical and practical underpinnings of sustainability (see also 2 
Jafari et al. 2012). By the same token, given their diversities and localities, religions can help 3 
accommodate a more encompassing approach to sustainability.  4 
In order to pre-empt misunderstandings, and in agreement with Tucker and Grim (2001), 5 
WZRNH\SRLQWVVKRXOGEHFODULILHGILUVWO\ZKLOH³UHOLJLRQVDUHQHFHVVDU\SDUWQHUVLQWKHFXUUHQW6 
ecological movement´, their contribution is insufficient without the essential contributions of 7 
science, social sciences and policy to the various challenges posed by contemporary ecological 8 
problems (Tucker and Grim p. 3). Secondly, ³no single religion is privileged over the 9 
FRQWULEXWLRQVRIWKHZRUOG¶VUHOLJLRQVWRWKHIORXULVKLQJRIOLIHIRUIXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQV´Tucker 10 
and Grim 2001, p. 3). 11 
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. First, with a focus on ecological 12 
concerns, a concise review of the key debates on sustainability is presented. This section 13 
highlights two points: (1) at a macro level and as resources (Jafari 2012; Kadirov 2014) and 14 
values systems (Nasr 1997; Wallis 2010), religions are largely understudied in the extant 15 
macromarketing literature on sustainability; and (2) where included, they are portrayed as a 16 
problem rather than a solution (see for example Leary, Minton and Mittlestaedt 2016). Then, 17 
there is an overview of the debate on whether or not religions advocate anthropocentrism. This is 18 
followed by a brief account of religious perspectives on sustainability through the lens of 19 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. This choice is not meant to exclude other faiths and 20 
spiritualities (e.g. Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Shintoism, Sikhism, aboriginal and so forth); these 21 
Abrahamic religions are discussed because anthropocentrism is oftentimes blamed on them. 22 
Next, after explaining the rise of interest in engaging religions in debates on ecological 23 
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conservation, there is a discussion on the way religions can broaden the existing dominant 1 
conceptualizations of sustainability at a macro level and help resolve ecological problems where 2 
other (secular) institutions are not (sufficiently) operant. The article concludes with a discussion 3 
on how and why macromarketing research into sustainability can benefit from incorporating 4 
faith-based practices in the development of theory, policy, and practice. Areas for future research 5 
are also highlighted.   6 
Sustainability and the Dominant Social Paradigm 7 
Despite the rise of environmentalism and increased public awareness of the environmental 8 
impact of modern modes of living, environmentalism is seriously challenged by the emergence 9 
of more individualized and globalized societies, the escalating global population, and the rise of 10 
consumerism (Assadourian 2010; Connolly and Prothero 2008; Merchant 2005; Scott, Martin, 11 
and Schouten 2014). Merchant (2005) issued a warning to all citizens that human beings are in 12 
an HQGDQJHUHGVLWXDWLRQ)RU0HUFKDQW³WKHXQFRQWUROOHGPXOWLQDWLRQDOFRUSRUDWLRQVDUHOHDGLQJ13 
an undesirable globalization that is inhumane, environmentally degrading, farmer killing, and 14 
undemocratic.´S Peattie and Peattie (2009) contend that barriers to sustainability do not 15 
lie in the lack of public knowledge of the dangers of unsustainable behaviors; rather, the 16 
challenge is how to bridge the gap between knowledge and behavior. The implementation of 17 
collective measures at the government level plays a significant role in adopting more sustainable 18 
behaviors (Purushottam 2014). In this regard, Fischer et al. (2012) highlight five priority areas 19 
that are necessary to evoking more sustainable behavioral change: (1) strengthening institutions 20 
of civil society and improving citizen engagement; (2) controlling growth level in consumption 21 
as well as population growth; (3) addressing social justice issues; (4) reforming formal 22 
institutions; and (5) reflecting on value and belief systems.  23 
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These characteristics in the macromarketing literature are captured in the notion of the 1 
Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP) (Kilbourne, McDonagh and PrRWKHUR'HILQHGDV³D2 
VRFLHW\¶VEHOLHIVWUXFWXUHWKDWRUJDQL]HVWKHZD\SHRSOHSHUFHLYHDQGLQWHUSUHWWKHIXQFWLRQLQJRI3 
WKHZRUOGDURXQGWKHP´0LOEUDWK, WKH'63H[SRVHVWKHFRUHLGHRORJ\RIDVRFLHW\¶V4 
life philosophy and practices (Kilbourne et al. 1997). As Kilbourne et al. further elaborate; the 5 
DSP in contemporary society rotates around embracing happiness through consumption and 6 
materialism. This very same ideology remains a recurrent theme in more than five decades of 7 
research on sustainability (see Csikszentmihalyi 2000; Ekins 1991; Fisk 1974; Foote 1963; 8 
McDonagh and Prothero 2014; Packard and Payne 1957; Polonsky, Kilbourne, and Vocino 2014; 9 
Sheth, Sethia, and Srinivas 2011). This stream of research argues that unsustainable modes of 10 
production are closely related to the political ideology of neoliberalism that is exclusively 11 
preoccupied with the notion of economic growth (Gill 1995). Neoliberalism confines life to the 12 
limited boundaries of the market and employs a language that promotes the sovereignty of the 13 
consumer in the marketplace (Schwarzkopf 2011), in the sense that the term consumer is used for 14 
every aspect of private and social life (Schor 1999). In essence, it privileges the market over 15 
society (Assadourian 2010, Fitchett, Patsiaouras, and Davies 2014; Harvey 2011). Such 16 
GRPLQDQWSROLWLFDOLGHRORJ\LQ9DUH\¶VYLHZLVWKHURRWFDXVHRIHFRORJLFDOFULVHV17 
and no true sustainability can be accomplished within this DSP. Hence, sustainability requires an 18 
alternative political system in which the basic principles of production, consumption, distribution 19 
DQGGLVSRVLWLRQVKRXOGEHGULYHQE\WKHSKLORVRSK\RIµFROOHFWLYHZHOIDUH¶9DUH\¶VWKHVLVLVWKDW20 
WKHPDUNHWORJLFVKRXOGEHVXEVWLWXWHGE\µHFR-ORJLF¶DPLndset that describes and prescribes 21 
everyday life modes of socioeconomic developments based on eco-logical considerations. This 22 
eco-logical ideology also emphasizes the importance of controlling economic growth.    23 
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In the same vein, Kilbourne et al. (1997) and Mittelstaedt et al. (2014) argue that 1 
ecological crises are directly related to the dominant ideology of socioeconomic growth and 2 
nation-VWDWHV¶FRPSHWLWLRQRYHUWKHXWLOL]DWLRQRIQDWXUDOUHVRXUFHVLQRUGHUWRJDLQPRUH3 
competitive advantage in the wRUOG¶VSROLWLFDOHFRQRP\VHHalso Hunt 2011). The most common 4 
solution offered to tackle this DSP is a paradigm shift towards alternative modes of production 5 
DQGFRQVXPSWLRQµ6RFLHWDOPDUNHWLQJ¶ /D]HU.RWOHUDQG6LGQH\µZHOO-fare 6 
PDUNHWLQJ¶ 9DUH\µPLQGIXOFRQVXPSWLRQ¶6KHWKHWDODQGµDOWHUQDWLYH7 
KHGRQLVP¶6RSHUUHSUHVHQWVRPHRIWKHPRVWVHULRXVdiscussions on such a paradigm shift. 8 
Parallel to these, loss of faith in the sustainability of growth strategies has resulted in the 9 
HPHUJHQFHRIµUDGLFDO¶RUµUHIRUPLVW¶DSSURDFKHVWR the DSP (Mittelstaedt et al. 2014). Yet, as the 10 
literature alludes, options are not abundant. For example, blaming capitalism and neoliberalism, 11 
researchers (Chatzidakis, Larsen, and Bishop 2014; Varey 2011) often turn to socialism as a 12 
promising political framework that can help deliver collective well-being, including eco-logical 13 
equity. However, as Burroughs (2010) contemplates, such solutions are much easier said than 14 
done because given WKHFRPSOH[LW\RIVXVWDLQDELOLW\VRFLDOLVP¶Vcontrolled growth strategy is 15 
less likely to yield positive results.    16 
,QWHUHVWLQJO\DOWKRXJKWKHFRQFHSWRIµYDOXHV¶FRQVWDQWO\UHFXUVLQWKHH[WDQWOLWHUDWXUH17 
religions have remained in the periphery. This means that religions are often studied at an 18 
attitudinal level without in-GHSWKDQDO\VLVRIWKHYDOXHV\VWHPVWKDWUHVKDSHGLIIHUHQWVRFLHWLHV¶19 
worldviews at a macro level (see for example Leary et al. 2016; Minton and Kahle 2014; Minton, 20 
Kahle and Kim 2015). As Kilbourne, Beckman, and Thelen (2002) contend, sustainability 21 
research should go beyond attitudes and commitment (which are later stages of a multi-stage 22 
process) to investigate value systems (at a higher level analysis) that can clearly depict the 23 
11 
 
 
SRVLWLRQRIHFRORJLVPDQGHQYLURQPHQWDOLVPLQVRFLHWLHV¶PLQGVHW. Other scholars (Grunert- 1 
Beckmann and Kilbourne 1997; Kilbourne et al. 1997; Stern, Dietz and Guagnano 1995) also 2 
call for a grassroots approach to the study of sustainability. Such an approach, they argue, should 3 
H[DPLQHWKHGULYHUVRIVXVWDLQDELOLW\VRFLHWLHV¶XQGHUO\LQJLQVWLWXWLRQDOVWUXFWXUHVDQGWKHLU4 
value systems that impact environmental concerns; investigating the symptoms of environmental 5 
problems (e.g., green attitudes, recycling habits, and energy consumption) cannot sufficiently 6 
lead to fundamental policy change. Layton (2007) argues that FRQVXPHUV¶ core religious beliefs 7 
UHJDUGLQJPDQ¶VUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKQDWXUHKDve great influence on marketing systems as well as 8 
the role that marketing can play in creating a more sustainable future. 9 
 Religions and religious beliefs influence activities of the marketplace since religions 10 
KDYHDIXQGDPHQWDOLPSDFWRQFRQVXPHUV¶XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHZRUOGDQG, consequently, their 11 
understanding of markets and market institutions (Mittelstaedt 2002). This article argues that 12 
since religions are concerned with value systems and worldviews at a macro level, sustainability 13 
discourses can benefit from an understanding of contextualized religious values and faith-based 14 
practices to achieve deeper social engagement in ecological sustainability and produce the 15 
desired cultural transformation. Such a cultural shift can be facilitated through macromarketing, 16 
since macromarketing provides the lens through which the influence of religion in the market is 17 
best understood (Mittelstaedt 2002).  18 
As a review of the extant literature indicates, where religions are discussed as value 19 
systems, they are often portrayed as problems rather than solutions. For example, Leary et al 20 
(2016) conclude that religious individuals exhibit more beliefs of dominion than non-religious 21 
individuals and they place the responsibility for sustainability on producers. As such, religiosity, 22 
12 
 
 
in the form of anthropocentrism, is viewed as part of the DSP that has historically legitimized 1 
KXPDQEHLQJV¶GRPLQDWLRQRYHUQDWXUH 2 
There is also ambiguity around the relationship between religion and ecology. For 3 
example, prior work (e.g., Botero et al. 2014) highlights that each religious tradition has both 4 
negative and positive consequences in terms of ecological sustainability and environmental 5 
ethics. Grim and Tucker (2014) also argue that in religious discourses there is often 6 
incongruence between the prophetic/transformative and conservative/constraining aspects of 7 
religious views. Ecofeminist Heather Eaton (2007) further argues that every religion has 8 
oppressive and liberating elements, as well as conservative and conserving values that must be 9 
differentiated. These tensions create contradictory interpretations about the role of religion in 10 
promoting ecology and sustainable behaviors. Resolving such contradictory views warrants the 11 
re-examination of religions with a view to understanding human beings as part of ecosystems. 12 
$GRSWLQJVXFKDSHUVSHFWLYHFDQUHVXOWLQFRQFHLYLQJFRQVXPHUV¶UHODWLRQVKLSWRQDWXUHDQG13 
ecology as cosmic unity; that is, their existence will depend on the physical environment within 14 
which they live (White 1967).  15 
 16 
Is Religion the Root of the Ecological Problem? 17 
,QKLVFRQWURYHUVLDODUWLFOH³7KHHistorical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis´:KLWH-U(1967) 18 
blames the current ecological crisis on Judeo-Christianity and its western historical traditions, 19 
claiming that Christianity, in its western form, is the most anthropocentric religion the world has 20 
seen. According to the author, western religions have endorsed the destruction of Earth by 21 
establishing the dualism of man vs. nature and the transcendence of the former over the latter. 22 
0DGHLQ*RG¶VLPDJHPDQLVQRWSDUWRIQDWXUHEXWDERYHLW*RGJDYHPDQWKHSULYLOHJHRI23 
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naming animals, hence giving man dominion over nature. White Jr. takes sporadic biblical 1 
H[FHUSWVVXFKDV³WRILOOWKHHDUWKDQGVXEGXHLW´*HQHVLVDVHYLGHQFHRIWKH2 
anthropocentrism of the Judeo-Christian tradition and its approval of human sovereignty over 3 
nature. Tracing the history of Christian traditions since medieval times, he then argues that the 4 
pursuit of excessive land cultivation, science, technology and exploitive capitalism in the name 5 
RI³SURJUHVV´JDYHZHVWHUQVRFLHWLHVSRZHUEXWWKLVSRZHUZRXOGHYHQWXDOO\OHDGWRWhe demise 6 
RIKXPDQLW\$QLQWHUHVWLQJSRLQWLQ:KLWH-U¶VWKHVLVLVWKDWKHDOVRGHHPVUHOLJLRQLPSHUDWLYHWR7 
combating the ecological crisis. White argues that religion is both the problem and the solution. 8 
His rationale is that more science and technology will not solve our ecological crisis. Given the 9 
SRZHURIUHOLJLRQLQLQVHUWLQJFKDQJHRQSHRSOH¶VZRUOGYLHZ± DVLWGLGE\OHJLWLPL]LQJPDQ¶V10 
superiority over nature ± religion can use the same power to reverse the process.  11 
Other critics pose more severe views. For example, Feuerbach (1957, p. 287) criticizes 12 
Christianity for its instrumental use of nature for the sake of human salvation in the world 13 
KHUHDIWHU³1DWXUHWKHZRUOGKDVQRYDOXHQRLQWHUHVWIRU&KULVWLDQV7KH&KULVWLDQWKLQNVRQO\14 
of hiPVHOIDQGWKHVDOYDWLRQRIKLVVRXO´7KHYHU\VDPHLGHDLVUHLQIRUFHGLQ1DVK¶V15 
³HFRORJLFDOFRPSODLQWDJDLQVW&KULVWLDQLW\´ZKHUHKHDUJXHVWKDW³&KULVWLDQLW\OHJLWLPDWHV16 
HFRORJLFDOGHJUDGDWLRQ´DQGWKDW³7KHHFRORJLFDOFRPSODLQWLVWKHFKDUJHWKDW the Christian faith 17 
is the culprit in the crisis. Christianity is the primary, or at least a significant, cause of ecological 18 
GHJUDGDWLRQ´SS-95). Eco-feminists go even further to argue that anthropocentrism is but a 19 
symptom of androcentrism (patriarchy) which is inherent in all world religions (see for e.g. 20 
Merchant 1998; Plumwood 2002; Sandilands 1999; Seager 1993; Soper 1995; Warren 2000), 21 
hence the domination of nature is connected to the domination of women. Yet, even among 22 
ecofeminists, opinions about the role of religion are mixed with some arguing that ecofeminist 23 
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research which does not include religious analysis misconstrues the role of religion within 1 
ecofeminism resulting in a distorted, essentialist, bourgeois and white presentation of 2 
ecofeminism (Page 2007).  3 
These criticisms and contradictions, according to many theologians and religious 4 
environmentalists, are associated with the complexity of religious texts, which are subject to 5 
multiple interpretationsDQGSHRSOH¶VODFNRILQ-depth familiarity with religious teachings 6 
(Tirosh-Samuelson 2005). Bouma-Prediger (2009) in particular rejects the accusations made 7 
against Christianity for their shaky rationale: ³,QP\MXGJPHQWWKHHFRORJLFDOFRPSODLQWDJDLQVW8 
&KULVWLDQLW\LVVHULRXVO\IODZHG´6XFKDFFXVDWLRQVKHDUJXHVIDLOWRDFNQRZOHGJHWKH\HDU9 
JDSEHWZHHQWKHDGYHQWRI&KULVWLDQLW\DQGWRGD\¶VHFRORJLFDOFULVLV1DWXUDOGHJUDGDWLRQLQ10 
Bouma-Prediger¶VYLHZLVDGLUHFWUHVXOWRIPDQNLQG¶VGLYRUFHIURPQDWXUHLQVHDUFKRI11 
HFRQRPLFJDLQ7KLVLVDVLPLODUWKHPHLQ1DVU¶VWKHVLV1DVUIRUFHIXOO\DUJXHVWKDWLQLWV12 
applications, modern science has lost touch with the divine. Ecological crisis in modern society 13 
LVGXHWRKXPDQEHLQJV¶VSLULWXDOYDFXXPDQGGHWDFKPHQWIURPQDWXUHDQGWKHVDFUHGDQGWKHLU14 
overreliance on materialism, scientism, and positivism. In other words, by abandoning the sacred 15 
DQGVHFXODUL]DWLRQRIVFLHQFHPDQGHFODUHG³ZDUDJDLQVWQDWXUH´$VUHJDUGV1DVUGHHPVWKH16 
reconciliation of science with the spiritual traditions of religions pivotal to combating ecological 17 
crises. Heather Eaton, a theologian and eco-feminist, makes a similar argument: ³LWLVQDLYHWR18 
assume that we in the West live in cultures which have moved beyond the dark side of the Judeo-19 
Christian tradition, or that we are isolated from such teachings due to personal religious practices 20 
or abstentions. It is also false to believe that these religious traditions can be solely defined by 21 
WKHLUQHJDWLYHRUGHVWUXFWLYHDVSHFWV´ (Eaton 1995, p. 29). Prominent ecofeminist Christian 22 
theologians like Heather Eaton, Yvonne Gebara, Greta Gaard and Rosemary Radford Ruether 23 
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call for new interpretations of religious teachings where conservative and conservation values in 1 
religions are differentiated and clarified.  2 
The following section elaborates the core relationship between man and nature from the 3 
lens of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, which are construed by many as anthropocentric 4 
religions. In the interest of brevity, a few excerpts from the religious geneses are presented. Here, 5 
it should be emphasized that this review is not a thorough reflection of religions; rather, it only 6 
demonstrates that accusations against religion are founded on incomplete interpretations of the 7 
creeds. Such readings disregard the key concept of responsibility and its mandates stressed by 8 
religions. 9 
The Judaic Perspective 10 
Interpretations of the Judaic texts such as the Torah, Mishnah, and Talmud base 11 
environmental ethics on the doctrine of creation (Tirosh-Samuelson 2005; Tirosh-Samuelson 12 
2001)ZKLFKGHSDUWVIURPWKHIDFWWKDWRQO\KXPDQVSHFLHVZHUHFUHDWHG³LQWKHLPDJHRI*RG´13 
(Genesis 1.26-DQGWKDWWKH\ZHUHµIRUPHGRXWRIWKHHDUWK¶DQGWRLWWKH\VKDOOUHWXUQ*HQHVLV14 
2.15). The Psalms invites humans to contemplate the beauty, order, and wise design of nature, 15 
which leads to thanksgiving and praising God like all FUHDWXUHGR³7KHKHDYHQVDUHWHOOLQJWKH16 
JORU\RI*RGDQGWKHILUPDPHQWSURFODLPVKLVKDQGLZRUNV´3VDOPV+HQFHEHLQJ17 
privileged species and being part of the natural order place a moral responsibility on humans, as 18 
VWHZDUGVRI*RG¶VFUHDWLRQWRprotect nature (Tirosh-Samuelson 2005; Tirosh-Samuelson 2001). 19 
%HLQJHQWUXVWHGZLWKQDWXUH¶VZHOO-being, Judaists are commanded by God to cultivate lands, 20 
FDUHIRURWKHUFUHDWXUHV³UHSDLURIWKHZRUOG´EHMXVWDQGUHVSRQVLEOHDQGWRQRWGHVWUR\WUHHV21 
even in times of war, as indicated in Deuteronomy 20: 19-³:KHQWKRXEHVLHJHVWDFLW\PDQ\22 
days to bring it into thy power by making war against it, thou shalt not destroy the trees thereof 23 
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by swinging an axe against them; for from them mayest thou eat but not destroy them, for the 1 
WUHHRIWKHILHOGLVPDQ¶VOLIH«´(Freudenstein 1970; Tirosh-Samuelson 2005; Tirosh-Samuelson 2 
2001).  3 
The covenantal relationship between God and man supports the concept of social ecology 4 
by drawing a linkage between social and ecological corruption, and therefore, an ideal Jew is 5 
considered to be one that holds the virtues of humility, modesty, and moderation (Tirosh-6 
Samuelson 2001). Humility refers to a state of awareness of the fact that humans are created by 7 
God, and are thereafter subordinate to His will. As for modesty, it is the avoidance of 8 
conspicuous consumption and greed, and the realization during consumption that resources of 9 
the world are diminishing. The virtue of moderation is the reduction in consumption and 10 
awareness of our relation to other people and living creatures. 11 
µ6XVWDLQDELOLW\¶GRHVQRWH[SOLFLWO\DSSHDULQ-HZLVKWH[WVVLPSO\EHFDXVHWKHWHUPLVD12 
modern one; yet, it is hinted at through the emphasis of its ecological, social, and economic 13 
dimensions. Jewish traditions and teachings address issues of environmental protection (water, 14 
soil, air, trees, and mineral resources), agriculture, urban planning, noise control, waste 15 
management, intergenerational justice, warfare, budget management, animal protection and 16 
ethics, diet, and consumption in general (Immergut 2008; Freudenstein 1970; Reinhardt 2014). 17 
For instance, regarding pollution abatement, it is prohibited, even in war time, to discharge 18 
sewage into rivers rather than its burial into the ground (Freudenstein 1970), as mentioned in 19 
Deuteronomy 23: 13-³$QGWKRXVKDOWKDYHDSODFHRXWVLGHWKHPLOLWDU\FDPSWKLWKHUVKDOW20 
thou go out, and a spade shalt thou have with thy accoutrements, so that when thou sittest down 21 
outVLGHWKRXVKDOWGLJWKHUHZLWKDQGWXUQEDFNDQGFRYHUDJDLQWKDWZKLFKFRPHWKIURPWKHH´ 22 
The Christian Perspective 23 
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The available literature on the Christian perspective on sustainability points out a 1 
difference in eco-theological views. This is due to the fact that there are different versions and 2 
interpretations of the Bible among the Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, Evangelical, Lutheran, and 3 
other sects (Grønvold 2013; Petersen 1999; Sandelands and Hoffman 2008). However, there is a 4 
general consensus that God has created man in His image, and that He created Earth and its 5 
resources for humans to use and enjoy (Grønvold 2013; Sandelands and Hoffman 2008):  6 
7KHQ*RGVDLG³/HWXVPDNHKXPDQNLQGLQRXULPDJHDIWHURXUOLNHQHVVVRWKH\PD\UXOH7 
over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the cattle, and over all the earth, and 8 
RYHUDOOWKHFUHDWXUHVWKDWPRYHRQWKHHDUWK´*RGFUHDWHGKXPDQNLQGLQKLVRZQLPDJHLQ9 
the image of God he created them, male and female he created them. God blessed them and 10 
VDLGWRWKHP³%HIUXLWIXODQGPXOWLSO\)LOOWKHHDUWKDQGVXEGXHLW5XOHRYHUWKHILVKRI11 
the sea and the birds of the air and every creature that moves on the ground. (Genesis 1: 12 
26±28) 13 
It is texts of this kind that are often taken as evidence of an anthropocentric view, one that 14 
fosters a dualism of man and nature and thereby leading to the devaluation of the rest of creation 15 
and nature (Grønvold 2013). Such interpretations have stimulated further arguments over 16 
anthropocentrism versus biocentrism in Christianity, and the relationship of God-human, God-17 
nature, human-nature, and the least emphasized relation between human beings themselves 18 
(Grønvold 2013; Petersen 1999). To address such allegations of anthropocentrism, Wirzba 19 
(2003) argues that biblical religions have potent resources for environmentalism. More 20 
pointedly, Wirzba contends that anthropocentricism is a matter of (mis)interpretation in the sense 21 
that dominion does not imply privileges and a license to destroy; on the contrary, it stresses the 22 
UHVSRQVLELOLW\WRFDUHIRU(DUWKDV*RG¶VFUHDWLRQ  23 
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,Q*U¡QYROG¶VYLHZWKHPHDQLQJVRIELRFHQWULVPLQWHU-human relations, and 1 
human-nature relations can be understood with reference to the Bible, especially in Genesis 2:4±2 
ZKLFKUHDGVDV³*RGFUHDWHGPDQIURPWKHVRLORIWKHHDUWK0DQLVWKXVQRWDERYHFUHDWLRQ3 
EXWPDGHIURPLWVKDSHGIURPWKHYHU\JURXQGKHVWDQGVRQ´DQGDOVRLQ*HQHVLVDERXW³WKH4 
story of Cain and Abel, the sons of Adam and Eve, where after Cain has killed his brother, the 5 
Lord hears the blood of Abel crying out to him from the earth and punishes Cain by cursing him 6 
(verse 10), so that the soil of the earth will no longer be fruitful to him (YHUVH´/LNHZLVH7 
Genesis 2:4±7, 15 reads: 8 
This is the account of the heavens and the earth when they were created² when the Lord 9 
God made the earth and heavens. Now no shrub of the field had yet grown on the earth, 10 
and no plant of the field had yet sprouted, for the Lord God had not caused it to rain on the 11 
earth, and there was no man to cultivate the ground. Springs would well up from the earth 12 
and water the whole surface of the ground. The Lord God formed the man from the soil of 13 
the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living 14 
EHLQJ«7KH/RUG*RGWRRNWKHPDQDQGSODFHGKLPLQWKHRUFKDUGLQ(GHQWRFDUHIRULW15 
and to maintain it. 16 
6XFKH[DPSOHVFOHDUO\WHVWLI\WRWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIPDQ¶VUHVSRQVLELOLW\EHIRUH nature, as a 17 
basic tenet of sustainability. To further complement this defense, Sandelands and Hoffman 18 
(2008) illustrate how sustainability is embedded within the doctrines of Christianity. The authors 19 
associate sustainability with anthropic, relational, ethical, and divine love principles. They also 20 
demonstrate how modern concepts of economic sustainability and growth are addressed in the 21 
UHOLJLRQ)RUH[DPSOHZLWKUHIHUHQFHWR&DWKROLF&KXUFK¶V&RPSHQGLXPRIWKH6RFial Doctrine 22 
of the Church (CSDC), they argue that religion, at a macro level, advocates a sustainable 23 
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economic growth in the light of eight key principles of unity and meaning, common good, 1 
universal destination, subsidiarity, participation, solidarity, social values, and love. 2 
The Islamic Perspective 3 
Islam adopts a holistic approach towards developing an environmental ethical theory, 4 
which is derived from the Koranic system of values and sayings of Prophet Muhammad (hadith). 5 
The Koran refers to nature as *RG¶VFUHDWLRQDQGDQDVVHPEO\RIRUGHUO\PHDQLQJIXODQG6 
purposive phenomena that manifest the power, wisdom, and mercy of its Creator (Ozdemir 7 
2003). It also asserts that God created a universal balance and nature is in fact meaningful, 8 
purposeful, and even Moslem (submissive to God) just like humans. Hence, it is the duty of 9 
humans to preserve this universal balance in their everyday life interactions with the 10 
HQYLURQPHQWDQGSURWHFW*RG¶VFUHDWXUHV(Dien 1997; Ozdemir 2003). In the Koran, nature is 11 
even elevated to a personified position in which it actively praises God in ways that man cannot 12 
XQGHUVWDQG³7KHVHYHQKHDYHQVDQGWKHHDUWKDQGZKDWHYHULVLQWKHPH[DOW+LP$QGWKHUHLV13 
not a thing except that it exalts [Allah] by His praise, but you do not understand their [way of] 14 
H[DOWLQJ,QGHHG+HLVHYHUIRUEHDULQJDQGIRUJLYLQJ´6LPLODUO\3URSKHW0XKDPPDG15 
VD\V³6RPHWUHHVDUHDVEOHVVHGDVWKH0RVOHPKLPVHOIHVSHFLDOO\WKHSDOP´ 16 
On the subject of man-QDWXUHUHODWLRQVKLSWKHFRQFHSWRIµVWHZDUGVKLS¶VWDQGVRXWLQWKH17 
Koran (2:30 & 6:165). Although humans are privileged creatures, they are not the masters of 18 
nature to use it as their property, only God is the master (Ozdemir 2003). Humans are bestowed 19 
with stewardship by the Almighty (Afrasiabi 2003)DQGDV*RG¶VYLFHJHUHQWVDQGVHUYDQWVRQ20 
Earth, nature has been entrusted to us (Ozdemir 2003). As Afrasiabi (2003) and Dien (1997) also 21 
stress, the Koran (33:72) explicitly mentions that this trusteeship comes with an ethical 22 
UHVSRQVLELOLW\WKDWQRRWKHUFUHDWXUHGDUHGWRDVVXPH³,QGHHGZHRIIHUHGWKH7UXVWWRWKH23 
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heavens and the earth and the mountains, and they declined to bear it and feared it; but man 1 
>XQGHUWRRNWR@EHDULW,QGHHGKHZDVXQMXVWDQGLJQRUDQW´+XPDQVDUHZDUQHGWKDWWKH\DUH2 
UHVSRQVLEOHDQGDFFRXQWDEOHIRUWKHLUDFWLRQVRQ(DUWKDVWKHKDGLWKVWDWHV³Verily, this world is 3 
VZHHWDQGDSSHDOLQJDQG$OODKSODFHG\RXDVYLFHJHUHQWVWKHUHLQ+HZLOOVHHZKDW\RXGR´ 4 
The Koran asserts that God created resources in limited quantities and that everything 5 
exists in balance. Humans, as stewards on Earth, should act responsibly by enjoying these 6 
resources, but in moderation. This restriction in the quantity of resources is said to be in favor of 7 
humans who are more likely to act irresponsibly and lavishly when resources are abundant. God 8 
also warns that He does not like wastefulness and overspending; such acts are punishable 9 
(Chuvieco 2012; Dien 1997; Grine et al. 2013; Kula 2001). Hadiths by Prophet Muhammad also 10 
WRXFKXSRQWKHFRQFHSWRIVXVWDLQDELOLW\ZKHQKHVD\V³/LYHLQWKLVZRUOGDVLI\RXZLOOOLYHLQLW 11 
IRUHYHUDQGOLYHIRUWKHQH[WZRUOGDVLI\RXZLOOGLHWRPRUURZ´DQG³:KHQGRRPVGD\FRPHVLI12 
VRPHRQHKDVDSDOPVKRRWLQKLVKDQGWKHQKHVKRXOGSODQWLW´(Foltz, Denny and Baharuddin 13 
2003). The Koran and hadiths clearly promote the principles of and guidelines for sustainability 14 
which are reflected in the ideas of justice, balance, modesty, mercy, trustworthiness and 15 
custodianship, spiritual purity and physical cleanliness, truthfulness and rights, usefulness of 16 
knowledge and science (Chuvieco 2012). 17 
Traditional accounts of the deeds (Sunnah) and sayings of Prophet Muhammad also dwell 18 
into various contemporary sustainability issues such as the importance of water conservation, 19 
pollution and waste reduction, sustainable land use, cultivation and greening, and animal welfare 20 
(Chuvieco 2012; Dien 1997; Foltz, Denny and Baharuddin 2003; Grine, et al. 2013; Kula 2001). 21 
For instance, Prophet Muhammad placed great importance on the moderate use of water and 22 
forbade the excessive use of it even when performing ablutions (Islamic practice of washing 23 
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FHUWDLQERG\SDUWVSULRUWRSUD\HUVD\LQJWKDWGRLQJVRZDV³GHWHVWDEOH´HYHQLIWKHUH were no 1 
water scarcity (Ozdemir 2003).  2 
From the above discussions it becomes apparent that Abrahamic religions do indeed 3 
include texts and teachings that hold man responsible for sustainable use of resources bestowed 4 
upon him. The above perspectives demonstrate that religions can participate in the sustainability 5 
discourse by promoting humility, modesty, moderation, moral values (e.g. charity, mercy and 6 
doing no harm)DVZHOODVPDQ¶VUHVSRQVLELOLW\WRZDUGVnature at large. As Eaton (2007) 7 
proposes, such values can be utilized in order to more effectively conserve nature and resolve the 8 
ZRUOG¶VHFRORJLFDOSUREOHPVWKDWDULVHIURPKXPDQEHLQJV¶XQVXVWDLQDEOHOLIH practices. 9 
As explained earlier, the root cause of ecological crisis should primarily be searched in 10 
PDQ¶VSXUVXLWRIKDSSLQHVVDQGXQTuenchable desires through unleashed materialism and 11 
consumerism (Assadourian 2010, Sandel 2012; Hurst et al. 2013), PDQ¶VRYHU-reliance on 12 
science as the key to welfare (Dunbar 1995; Nasr 1997), VRFLHW\¶VPDUNHW-oriented narcissism 13 
and the collapse of morality (Wallis 2010). The collapse of morality and ethics in society may be 14 
traced to their marginalization in education (Reuben 1996), where tertiary education views only 15 
VFLHQWLILFIDFWVDV³WUXHNQRZOHGJH´ DQGZKHUH³VWDQGDUGPRUDOYDOXHV´FRXOGQRWEHYDOLGDWHGDV16 
VFLHQWLILFDQGKHQFHGRQRWFRQVWLWXWH³WUXHNQRZOHGJH´8VLQJDQLQVWLWXWLRQDODSSURDFKWRWUDFH17 
WKHVHSDUDWLRQRI³IDFWV´DQG³YDOXHV´LQHGXFDWLRQ5HXEHQUHODWHVWKLVVHSDUDWLRQWRWKH 18 
link between morality and religion. Since religion was perceived to be dogmatic, unscientific and 19 
incompatible with progress, morality was also abandoned. Ghoshal (2005) further argues that 20 
morality is completely absent from most management and marketing theories, blaming many of 21 
the corporate scandals in the US on business school curricula.  22 
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Perhaps, it is because of the rising detrimental costs of our unsustainable life modes, the 1 
marginalization of morality in society, DQGPRGHUQLQVWLWXWLRQV¶LPSHUIHFWLRQWKDWDWWHQWLRQVKDYH2 
been once again drawn to religion, as a resource, in establishing the required moral framework 3 
needed for re-establishing sustainability (Wallis 2010). In the following section, we provide a 4 
religious framework for a cultural transformation towards sustainability.  5 
A Religious Framework for the Advancement of Sustainability 6 
A thorough understanding of the macromarketing environment for the advancement of 7 
sustainability can benefit from the inclusion of religions and religious institutions, as important 8 
social forces that influence marketing systems (Mittelstaedt, 2002). Religions and religious 9 
institutions shape activities in the market place through exerting four types of authority: political, 10 
institutional, social and competitive (Mittelstaedt, 2002). Political authority refers to the exercise 11 
of direct authority to regulate aspects of the market through, for example, religious sanctions. 12 
Institutional authority reflectVUHOLJLRQ¶VSRZHULQFRQWUROOLQJQRQPDUNHWLQVWLWXWLRQVe.g., diet, 13 
marriage and family) that can have indirect effects on market related behaviors. For example, 14 
when religion controls the dominant social paradigm in a society, it will influence consumption 15 
patterns to an extent that sustainable consumption can become the prevailing social paradigm 16 
(Mittelstaedt, 2002). Social authority enables religion to shape social behaviors and cultural 17 
beliefs through religious teachings thereby defining the boundaries of acceptable market 18 
behaviors. Lastly, competitive religious authority is exercised when religious organizations 19 
compete in the marketplace by offering goods and services. 20 
Macromarketers¶HQJDJHPHQWZLWKscholars of religions can enhance their understanding 21 
of local cultural contexts and their diverse sets of rituals, teachings, texts and symbols that are 22 
largely informed by religions. Such engagement can expose them to new interpretations of 23 
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religious experiences and a worldview that is not solely based on socioeconomic gains or 1 
hierarchal structures of domination. Acquiring such knowledge can help macromarketers to 2 
collaborate with religious institutions and policymakers in order to harness the various sources of 3 
religious authority to bring about the desired gradual cultural transformation to sustainability.  4 
The social power of religions is a key reason for the inclusion of religious perspectives in 5 
the ecological sustainability project. Religions and religious institutions possess six bases of 6 
power that enable them to effect the desired change in ecological attitudes and behaviors: 7 
referent, coercive, reward, informational, expert and legitimate powers (Raven 1999). Besides, 8 
religious communities around the world are still powerful in terms of mobilizing the masses.  9 
This can be seen as an opportunity to recruit a biocentric theology that would call upon their 10 
related religious communities to adopt ecologism where and when most suitable.   11 
A constructive theological framework includes the interactions between actors and 12 
stakeholders such as macromarketers, religious leaders, scholars, public and governmental 13 
institutions, international organizations, and consumers. More specifically, macromarketers 14 
should collaborate with religious leaders and policy makers to identify conserving values and 15 
make them parts of public discourses. Such a conceptual framework highlights a different 16 
interpretation of religion that can help shape positive attitudes towards the environment and 17 
promote a sustainable discourse. By adopting a biocentric theological approach based on a 18 
contextualized perspective of how individuals define and conceive religion and its role in 19 
promoting ecological sustainability, this framework goes beyond the monolithic and 20 
anthropocentric approach in the present theology and ecology literatures, involving multiple 21 
factors and actors from a macro perspective. A central challenge is to bring all the stakeholders 22 
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together through incorporating the depths of religious philosophy and discourses into a modern 1 
and meaningful dialogue that focuses on the multiple aspects of environmental crises.   2 
An obstacle in a framework to the advancement of religious engagement in sustainability 3 
is anthropocentrism.  Grønvold (2013) argues that a cultural transformation to sustainability 4 
requires a shift from an anthropocentric theology towards a biocentric theology. A biocentric 5 
theology is where all of *RG¶VFUHDWLRQVDUHUHJDUGHGDVHTXDOO\LPSRUWDQWDQGPDQDQGQDWXUH6 
are viewed as interdependent (Grønvold 2013). A more biocentric religious interpretation of 7 
religious texts and teachings can help renew the definition and the role of religion in advancing 8 
ecological sustainability. Therefore, maromarketers, religious scholars, and policy makers should 9 
first focus on understanding the main barriers related to promoting a biocentric religious 10 
discourse on sustainability to enable macromarketers to incorporate that biocentric discourse into 11 
macromarketing.  12 
Another obstacle is the negative role religious institutions have historically played in 13 
wars and oppression of societies (e.g., opposing alternative lifestyles, gender equality, and 14 
freedom of speech). Much destruction and death have been and are being committed in the name 15 
of religion, from the Crusades, to the Salem witch hunts, to the more recent atrocities by the self-16 
claimed Islamic State VHH-DIDULDQG6DQGÕNFÕ. While these factors may have influenced 17 
SHRSOH¶VVNHSWLFLVPWRZDUGVUHOLJLRXVLQVWLWXWLRQVDQGKLQGHUHGWKHSRWHQWLDOUROHUHOLJLRQVFDQ18 
SOD\LQSURPRWLQJVXVWDLQDELOLW\&DPSEHOODUJXHVWKDWVRFLHW\¶VKRVWLOLW\WRZDUGV19 
UHOLJLRQV¶SHUFHLYHG³LQKLELWRU\IRUFH´LVUDWKHUH[DJJHUDWHG'HVSLWHWKHLUPDQ\IDLOLQJV20 
religions have contributed to the development of societies through their power of social control. 21 
Campbell (1975) and Raven (1999) argue that social evolution would not have been possible 22 
without religion. Social evolution requires the practice of socially desirable behaviors like 23 
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charity, altruism and cooperation, behaviors that are at the core of all religions. A major 1 
challenge for macromarketers is therefore to reposition and redefine the new role for 2 
conserving/biocentric religious values in contemporary society where the prevailing logic is 3 
based on existing dichotomies. Such dichotomies are reflected in the separation between intellect 4 
and faith, theology and science, religious leaders and religious scholars, state and religious 5 
institutions, religion as private and religion as mundane, and irrationality/emotion and 6 
rationality/functionalism.  7 
Such a transformation is not a remote possibility; for there is growing evidence that 8 
religions are moving towards a biocentric theology. For example, the present Ecumenical 9 
Patriarch of the Eastern Orthodox Church, Bartholomew I, has been heavily investing in 10 
promoting collaborations between religions and the scientific community for the protection of 11 
the environment since his election is 1991. More recently, Pope Francis has made the 12 
environment part of his agenda. TKHHPSKDVLVRI3RSH)UDQFLV¶VSUHGHFHVVRUVZDVD13 
preoccupation with the moral and structural harms of modernity. Pope Francis, on the other 14 
hand, has emphasized the importance of ecological conservation and the harms of ecological 15 
destruction and climate change by showing the sources of this theological emphasis. In his 16 
encyclical, Pope Francis released a warning on the destruction of human environment that draws 17 
on both theology and scientific research to challenge people to become better guardians of 18 
FUHDWLRQ7KLVLVLQOLQHZLWK&DWWHUDOO¶VUHVHDUFKWKDWGHPRQVWUDWHVhow an ecologically 19 
sustainable future can be shaped by a complex engagement with religious traditions along with 20 
modernity and globalization. For Catterall, there is a need for researchers studying ecology to go 21 
beyond religious/secular and tradition/modernity dichotomies to better understand the 22 
engagement of social actors and institutions with nature and environment.  23 
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A profound understanding of sustainability values among the multiple stakeholders can 1 
be gained by adopting a grounded theory (GT) approach following the recommendations of 2 
Samuel and Peattie (2016). Samuel and Peattie (2016) argue that GT is a particularly valuable 3 
method in macromarketing research topics since they involve complex stakeholder relationships 4 
that require the consideration of multiple variables simultaneously. GT allows for mixed data 5 
collection methods, such as data from ethnography, observation and interviewing as well as 6 
diverse sets of actors to enable the researcher to understand and explain what is happening from 7 
multiple perspectives (McCallin 2003). Such an approach to macromarketing research allows for 8 
a deeper understanding of the relationships and interfaces among consumers, religious 9 
institutions, businesses, local governments, civic institutions, policymakers, beliefs, identities 10 
and patterns of behavior that socially construct marketplaces (Samuel and Peattie 2015). 11 
 12 
Engaging Religions in Ecological Conservation 13 
Although sustainability had never been absent from religious doctrines, it was only towards the 14 
end of the twentieth century that formal initiatives were established in order to engage religions 15 
more seriously in ecological debates. For example, in 1986 the World Wide Fund for Nature 16 
(WWF) International invited five major faiths (i.e., Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, 17 
and Judaism) to Assisi, Italy to explore the ways they could work together on environmental 18 
issues. The encounter was so successful that it led to the establishment of a new international 19 
nonprofit organization in 1995, the Alliance of Religions and Conservation (ARC). By 2000, six 20 
more faiths had joined the Alliance: %DKD¶LVP'DRLVP-DLQLVP6KLQWRLVP6LNKLVPDQG21 
Zoroastrianism. Now, through partnerships with local governments and NGOs, the organization 22 
has projects across the world (www.arcworld.org). Parallel to this, the Islamic Foundation for 23 
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Ecology and Environmental Science (IFEES) was also established in the mid 1980s with the aim 1 
of spreading awareness, training and ecological knowledge among Moslem communities based 2 
on Islamic ethics and approaches to environmental protection. 3 
Academia has also shown interest in the intersection of religion and sustainability. Some 4 
universities now offer graduate programs in religion and ecology like the University of Toronto, 5 
Drew University and the University of Florida and Yale. Environmental studies programs, 6 
predominantly oriented as science and policy programs, are now encouraging participation of 7 
religious studies or incorporating religious studies (Tucker 2008). The Forum on Religion and 8 
Ecology and Harvard University co-sponsored a three year long series of conferences 9 
culminating in the publishing of an encyclopedia on ecology and world religions (Gottlieb 2006). 10 
The purpose of the series was to unearth the common elements of world religions that emphasize 11 
human-Earth relations. Religions studied in this series included the Abrahamic religions 12 
(Judaism, Christianity and Islam), the Asian religions (Jainism, Hinduism, Buddhism, 13 
Confucianism, Daoism and Shinto), as well as indigenous religions and resulted in 10 edited and 14 
published volumes on Religion and Ecology. Worldviews: Global Religions, Culture, and 15 
Ecology, and Journal for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture are academic journals that 16 
DUHGHGLFDWHGWRWKHVWXG\RIUHOLJLRQVDQGHFRORJ\7D\ORU¶V(2004) detailed review of the 17 
literature on religion and ecology indicates that religions are becoming greener, a trend in which 18 
nature is increasingly regarded as sacred by world religions. Such growth also lends itself to the 19 
rising ecological awareness among religious groups in an era where religions are criticized for 20 
WKHLUµLQGLIIHUHQFH¶1DVKWRHFRORJLFDOFULVLV 21 
In a time of grim environmental outlook, growing religious environmentalism should be 22 
regarded as a source of optimism. Examples of how this rising religious environmentalism is 23 
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resulting in wide-reaching political action are abundant. The Forum on Religion and Ecology at 1 
Yale University (http://fore.research.yale.edu/) provides a series of such examples. In the interest 2 
RIEUHYLW\ZHRXWOLQHRQO\DIHZH[DPSOHVKHUHWKH³5HGZRRG5DEELV´, relying on Judaic 3 
teachings and traditions, took a stand against deforestation and commercial clear-cutting and 4 
succeeded in protecting redwood trees in northern California. The Methodist Church in the US 5 
succeeded in preventing Staples stores from selling paper that caused dioxin pollution in the way 6 
LWZDVPDQXIDFWXUHG³*UHHQ0XVOLPV´ in Washington D.C. assists the Moslem community with 7 
spiritually-inspired environmental education, reflection, and action. In all these cases, religion 8 
assists scientific methods (e.g. sustainability solutions and technologies) and modern 9 
administrations (e.g. NGOs) with a broader scope in which to envisage, devise and 10 
operationalize sustainability more effectively and efficiently. Such success stories confirm that 11 
religions can offer an alternative lens through which to frame ecological problems that have 12 
traditionally been seen as social problems with ecological implications. 13 
[Insert Table 2 about here] 14 
Religion as a Change Agent  15 
Religions can help macromarketers operationalize sustainability in more cost-effective ways, 16 
particularly in contexts where socio-political and economic institutions are less- or under-17 
developed or are not sufficiently operant. Such a mission can be accomplished because religious 18 
institutions often have five key assets: the capability to shape worldviews, community building 19 
capacity, moral authority, considerable material resources, and a large number of followers 20 
(Gardner and Assadourian 2004). Religious environmentalism, therefore, can make valuable 21 
contributions to promoting and implementing sustainability. Prior research (e.g. Chuvieco 2012; 22 
Mohamad et al. 2012; Palmer and Finlay 2003) has already documented the way communities 23 
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deal with changes in habits to more sustainable ways through religious values. Palmer and Finlay 1 
(2003), in particular, provide a comprehensive view of western and eastern religions and present 2 
several cases that empirically reveal the power of religion in enacting ecological practices:      3 
Case 1: The Fishermen of Tanzania 4 
In Tanzania, fishermen, who are part of poor religious communities, were somehow introduced 5 
to using dynamite in their fishing. The use of dynamite enabled them to make large catches in a 6 
short period of time, but it also resulted in detrimental destruction of marine life. The Tanzanian 7 
government along with some environmental agencies, tried to deter the fishermen through 8 
launching an educational program. Being part of a marginalized community, the fishermen did 9 
not pay much attention to the leaflets distributed by the government and the NGOs. The 10 
government then issued a ban on dynamite fishing; yet again this legislative action did not deter 11 
the practice either. The small villages where the fishermen lived were almost all Moslem and 12 
they lived in accordanFHZLWKWKHWHDFKLQJVRI,VODPDQGWKH.RUDQLWV6KDUL¶DKODZVDQG13 
traditions. These communities were organized under the leadership of religious Sheikhs (or 14 
Imams) who are part of these communities and have widespread authority in such villages. In 15 
1998, following efforts led by several NGOs (WWF, ARC and IFEES) the Sheikhs came 16 
WRJHWKHUWRGLVFXVV,VODPLFWHDFKLQJVLQUHODWLRQWRWKHDSSURSULDWHXVHRI*RG¶VFUHDWLRQV%\17 
GUDZLQJRQ.RUDQLFYHUVHVOLNH³2FKLOGUHQRI$GDPHDWDQGGULQNEXWZDVWHQRt by excess 18 
IRU$OODKORYHWKQRWWKHZDVWHUV´WKHSheikhs came to the conclusion that dynamite fishing 19 
was an illegal practice according to Islam. In 2000, the Moslem Sheikhs banned dynamite fishing 20 
and taught the fishermen that dynamite fishing risked incurring the wrath of God and damnation 21 
of their soul. In 2003, in collaboration with ecologists and guided by a more profound 22 
interpretation of their faith, the fishermen started implementing sustainable fishing practices. In 23 
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this case, based on a dHHSHULQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIPDQ¶VUHODWLRQVKLSZLWKQDWXUHUHOLJLRQVXFFHHGHG1 
ZKHUHOHJLVODWLRQDQGDZDUHQHVVSURJUDPVIDLOHGEHFDXVH³LWPDGHVHQVHZLWKLQWKHSHRSOH¶V2 
culture and worldview´(Palmer and Finlay 2003, 5).   3 
Case 2: The Forest of Harissa ± Lebanon 4 
Over the past 20 years, Lebanon has seen massive urbanization along its coastline, destroying 5 
rare ecological systems. The WWF lists Mediterranean woodlands among the top 200 most 6 
important ecosystems in the world to be protected. The United Nations Environmental Program, 7 
along with other environmental NGOs, identified the Mediterranean coast as a priority for 8 
preservation. In the late 1990s, the ancient forest of Harissa still remained and the UNEP took 9 
steps to ensure its protection from urbanization. A 50 page long document detailing scientific, 10 
legal and economic information demanding the protection of the forest was sent to the land 11 
owners, the Maronite Church of Lebanon. Unsurprisingly, they got no response. The Church has 12 
maintained ownership of the forest for over 1,000 years and the priests were not oblivious to its 13 
ecological significance. However, to these priests the significance of the forest had to do with 14 
much more than ecological consideration, for in its center stood the Cathedral of Our Lady, with 15 
a giant outdoor statue of the Virgin Mary, Protector of Lebanon. Yet the document sent to the 16 
&KXUFKFRQWDLQHGQRPHQWLRQRIWKHIRUHVW¶VVSLULWXDOFXOWXUDORUHPRWLRQDOVLJQLILFDQFH7KH17 
ARC and WWF ran a proJUDPFDOOHG³6DFUHG*LIWVIRUD/LYLQJ3ODQHW´ZKLFKZDVGHVLJQHGWR18 
IRVWHUFRPPLWPHQWRIFRPPXQLWLHVWRWKHHQYLURQPHQWEDVHGRQSHRSOH¶VUHOLJLRXVYLHZVRQWKH19 
environment. The Church was re-approached by re-framing the Harissa Forest as a Sacred Gift 20 
that must be protected. Within 30 minutes the Patriarch committed the Church to protect the 21 
)RUHVWIRUHWHUQLW\%\UHODWLQJWRWKH&KXUFK¶VZRUOGYLHZWKURXJKDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI0DURQLWH22 
theology and culture, the group was able to achieve the desired outcome.        23 
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Case 3: Saving the Tigers in China 1 
Demand for traditional Chinese medicine is on the increase, both within and outside of China. 2 
This commercialization of Chinese traditional medicine has rendered it a major industry that is 3 
unconnected with its original roots as it is environmentally unfriendly. Some prescriptions in 4 
traditional Chinese medicine call for rare ingredients such as rhino horn and tiger bones which 5 
have a devastating effect on wildlife species. Even though the Chinese government has made 6 
such ingredients illegal, the trade continues and poaching has led some species to the brink of 7 
extinction. To eradicate this practice, it was important to reach illegal practitioners and their 8 
clients and this was only possible through Daoists. Chinese medicine has its worldview based on 9 
the belief in the Dao, the oneness of the universe and yin and yang, the two natural forces of 10 
opposites. Once the Daoists were approached to help on this issue, they offered profound 11 
philosophical yet practical solutions. Referring to the roots of traditional Chinese medicine, the 12 
Daoists reached the conclusion that any remedy made of ingredients that endangered any species 13 
or caused unjustifiable suffering to animals would not work; for it is not possible to heal one 14 
species by destroying another or by afflicting suffering on another part of the universal Dao. In 15 
1999 the Daoist Association of China declared that any practitioner who used medicine that 16 
conflicted with the Daoist laws of balance would be ostracized. They further provided alternative 17 
ingredients that, based on a study of their ancient medical scriptures, did not involve endangered 18 
species or cruelty against animals.      19 
3DOPHUDQG)LQOD\¶VZRUNLVHQGRUVHGE\0RKDPDGHWDO¶V(2012) study of multi-20 
faith communities in Malaysia. The study provides evidence for the role of religious 21 
communities in promoting the adoption of recycling as a form of environmental practice among 22 
&KULVWLDQ0RVOHPDQG%XGGKLVWFRPPXQLWLHV7KHDXWKRUV¶FURVVH[DPLQDWLRQRf several 23 
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UHOLJLRXVFRPPXQLWLHV¶UHF\FOLQJSUDFWLFHVLQGLFDWHVWKDWVXFKFRPPXQLWLHVZHUHDEOHWRFRQGXFW1 
long-term recycling programs by using their institutional structure as a conducive platform for 2 
recycling activities and their collective potential to expand their programs to the broader 3 
community. Such achievements were highly mediated by their commitment to religious values. 4 
0RKDPDGHWDO¶VZRUNVSHFLILFDOO\KLJKOLJKWVWKHQHHGIRUWKLQNLQJEH\RQGµZKHWKHURUQRW5 
UHOLJLRQFDQKHOSVXVWDLQDELOLW\¶WR contemplate how and where religion can best address 6 
contextual environmental problems.  7 
2WKHUVWXGLHVIXUWKHUVXSSRUW0RKDPHGHWDO¶VWKHVLV7KHZRUNRI$O-Khatib (2009) and 8 
Al-Khatib et al. (2009) in Palestine indicate that moral and religious convictions positively 9 
LQIOXHQFHSHRSOH¶VEHKDYLRULQWHUPVRIDYRLGLQJOLWWHULQJDQGSROOXWLQJWKHHQYLURQPHQW7KHVH10 
studies reveal that compared to intrinsic religious beliefs, popular methods of traditional 11 
DZDUHQHVVFDPSDLJQVHJ79DQGSULQWPHGLDDUHOHVVHIIHFWLYH6LPLODUO\,PPHUJXW¶V(2008) 12 
investigation of Adamah (Earth) Fellowship (a multi-denominational Jewish, sustainable and 13 
organic farming program in Northwestern Connecticut) reveals how these reflexively young 14 
Jews endeavor to use religious language, text and ritual to create a meaningful relationship with 15 
nature. These individuals also embark on external resources in order to enrich their existing 16 
Jewish religious traditions and renew a religiously inspired relationship to the earth. Last but not 17 
least, Yoreh (2010) argues that rabbinical leaders are instrumental in garnering support for 18 
recycling programs in Ultra-2UWKRGR[FRPPXQLWLHVLQ-HUXVDOHP+HHYHQJRHVIDUWRVD\³,W19 
can even be said that there is no need to convince the Haredi communities of the benefits of 20 
UHF\FOLQJ,IWKHUDEELQLFDOOHDGHUVDUHFRQYLQFHGWKHQWKHLUFRPPXQLWLHVZLOOIROORZVXLW´S21 
338).  22 
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It should be stressed that these cases do not call for an institutional supremacy of 1 
religions (i.e., issues of power and control iQWKH)RXFDXOGLDQVHQVHVHH-DIDULDQG6DQGÕNFÕ2 
2015); rather they serve to demonstrate the potent power of religious values and worldviews in 3 
tackling the consequences of consumptive practices on ecological degradation. The purpose of 4 
these cases is to illustrate what macromarketers can learn from faith-based sustainability 5 
initiatives; the priests in Lebanon did not preserve the forest because of its ecological and 6 
biodiversity value, but because the forest was sacred to them. Similarly, the fishermen of 7 
Tanzania did not stop dynamite fishing because of their concern for marine life, but because they 8 
were afraid of the wrath of God. Traditionally, sustainability discourses have been discussed 9 
within frameworks that emphasize environmental degradation and the consequences of 10 
consumptive practices for the environment. Therefore, there is a need for adopting 11 
contextualized approaches and relating sustainability discourses to target consumers¶YDOXH12 
systems and worldviews that may be religious in nature. 1XPHURXVFDVHVWXGLHVLQ7D\ORU¶V13 
µEncyclopedia of Religion and Nature¶DQG*RWWOLHE¶VµThe Oxford Handbook of 14 
Religion and Ecology¶WHVWLI\WRWKHDGYDQWDJHVRIDGRSWLQJcontextualized religion-oriented 15 
approaches to sustainability.  16 
Solving ecological problems calls for moral pluralism (Norton 1991; Wenz 1993) and 17 
engaging in multiple value systems. It is therefore not enough to examine cultural ideas and 18 
beliefs, what is needed is a deep analysis and a profound understanding and theorizing of 19 
material realities and practices of a community with respect to the intersection of religion and 20 
nature to produce new insights into the relationship between religion and nature that can 21 
facilitate cultural transformation for ecological conservation. The cases cited above are examples 22 
of how collaboration between religious institutions, policy makers, marketers and NGOs can 23 
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result in such desired cultural transformation. A thorough analysis of the cultural context, local 1 
religious teachings and understanding of cultural rituals, texts and symbols is necessary for new 2 
interpretations of religious experiences that will enable the transition to new lines of 3 
macromarketing research and practice in the advancement of ecological sustainability. 4 
Conclusions, Contributions and Future Research 5 
,QKLVSDSHU³Reinventing Marketing to Manage the Environmental Imperative´.RWOHU6 
called for a re-examination of marketing theories and practices that have traditionally been based 7 
on assumptions of unlimited resources. He concluded his paper with a call on marketing 8 
researchers to investigate: 1) the factors that lead consumers to engage in sustainable behaviors, 9 
2) the changes needed in marketing theories, and 3) the practices required to encourage 10 
sustainability. The World Economic Forum Report (2010) stressed the importance of linking 11 
faith, as the basis of enduring moral values, with regulatory mechanisms proposed as solutions to 12 
JOREDOFULVHV9DUH\FDOOHGIRUD³IXQGDPHQWDOVKLIWLQZRUOGYLHZDQGYDOXHV\VWHP´+H13 
argued that there is tension between cultural and natural systems and that sustainability can only 14 
thrive in ecologically and ethically responsible behaviors which can only be made possible in a 15 
different system.  16 
In this article, and in response to these calls, we proposed a value-based approach 17 
towards ecological sustainability. Specifically, we argued that there should be a dialogue 18 
between sustainability and religious discourses given that: 1) many ethical consumer behaviors 19 
are imbedded in religious moral values (Wenell 2009), and 2) religions and religious institutions 20 
have social and normative influences on consumer behaviors (Raven 1999). Religions are thus 21 
potent vehicles for framing ecological sustainability discourses.   22 
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While religions are worldviews, their contributions to ecological conservation are not 1 
merely conceptual. For ecological conservation efforts to have transformative effect, approaches 2 
must be connected to cultural realities and contextualized in religious and cultural values and 3 
practices. However, a rights-based system of ethics, which dominates the current interpretation 4 
of religions, is inadequate to foster ecological sustainability (Eaton 1995). A cultural 5 
transformation through a new interpretation of religion is not a farfetched proposition. For 6 
example, Pope Francis has made sustainability and ecological protection an integral part of his 7 
DJHQGD³$Q\KDUPGRQHWRWKHHQYLURQPHQWWKHUHIRUHLVKDUPGRQHWRKXPDQLW\´KHVDLGRQ8 
25th September 2015 in a speech to the UN.  9 
Where religions are studied in macromarketing debates on sustainability, they are treated 10 
as problematic. This article provided a case towards considering religious values as potent 11 
drivers of cultural change. Discussions put forward so far provided a positive response to the 12 
three objectives outlined in the introduction. Firstly, it was argued that given their macro and 13 
intrinsic value systems, religions can broaden the scope of sustainability research. They can 14 
bring another set of macro worldviews/frameworks in which sustainability discourse can go 15 
beyond dilemmas over whether socialism can or should replace capitalism. Secondly, the cases 16 
discussed in the article demonstrated that there are many lessons to be learned from faith-based 17 
sustainability initiatives. In particular, it became evident that the operationalization of 18 
sustainability requires institutional collaborations. Such institutions are not ubiquitous around the 19 
world. Especially in societies where formal modern institutions (i.e., governments and 20 
environmental agencies) are not existent or sufficiently operant, contextualized cultural and 21 
religious approaches can play a significant role in initiating cultural transformation towards 22 
ecological sustainability. Thirdly, it was showed that interreligious dialogues can facilitate the 23 
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transfer of knowledge among macromarketers, different religious/faith groups, policymakers and 1 
environmental activists. Given their enduring effects in spite of modernizations (Inglehart and 2 
Baker 2000), established historical trajectories, and wealth of knowledge accumulated over time, 3 
religions can significantly contribute to the ongoing work on sustainability.  4 
Other benefits of including religions/faiths in macromarkHWLQJ¶Vsustainability research 5 
follow: major religions/faiths are transnational in nature. This provides a great opportunity to 6 
reach out to a diversity of local/regional communities whose sustainability practices can be 7 
analyzed. The results of such studies can contribute to the theorizations of sustainability. They 8 
can also inform policy in terms of understanding which communication methods should be used 9 
for which type of populations. Religions/faiths, in essence, advocate holistic values systems that 10 
embrace union with nature and the environment in its totality, modesty, frugality, altruism, 11 
spirituality and the like. Therefore, they can help unify disparate sustainability movements that 12 
are often anchored in particular political ideologies (e.g., left, radical, and reformist).  13 
Macromarketing research and practice inform and are informed by our understanding of 14 
the symbiotic relationship between religion and the market (i.e., UHOLJLRQ¶VLQIOXHQFHRQPDUNHWV15 
DQGPDUNHWV¶LQIOXHQFHRQUHOLJLRQ) (Mittelstaedt, 2002). Future research in macromarketing 16 
should, therefore, endeavor to systematically engage with religions in order to broaden the 17 
conceptual scope of ecological, social as well as economic sustainability. Such a task requires an 18 
interdisciplinary approach to the study of religions and sustainability. In doing so, while in-depth 19 
studies of each single religion/faith is a necessity, research findings should be amalgamated in 20 
larger international research centers, tracks, and forums. A useful way of achieving such ends 21 
can be adopting a grounded theory approach following Samuel and Peattie (2016) in order to 22 
have a fresh understanding of the sustainability mechanisms and values among such groups. 23 
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Additionally, action-based research should be more encouraged among doctoral researchers who 1 
embark on such research topics. However, given the time-consuming nature of action research 2 
and the logistic/financial requirements, more collaboration should be established between 3 
academic researchers, social policy institutions and NGOs. 4 
With the growing recognition of religious and spiritual values in shaping a sustainable 5 
future, stakeholders such as macromarketing practitioners, policymakers, religious institutions, 6 
and world organizations (e.g. UNEP, UNESCO) should define a common policy by applying a 7 
multidimensional approach to sustainability within a religious framework. Further, 8 
macromarketers, policy makers, and world organization should engage in a meaningful dialogue 9 
with religious institutions in a manner that would lead to recognizing conservation values and 10 
common responsibility in terms of ecological issues. 11 
Achieving these objectives requires macromarketers to recognize the potential of 12 
contextualized religious approaches to sustainability in everyday life practices and the positive 13 
role they can play in this mission (Bouma-Prediger 2009; Al Khatib 2009). On the other hand, 14 
mainstream scientists in the field of ecology, governmental agencies, and international 15 
organizations FDQLQWHJUDWHµJUHHQUHOLJLRQ¶ZLWKLQWKHLUµVHFXODUJUHHQ¶SROLFLHVWRHPSKDVL]HWKH16 
continuum with faith and religious values. To do so, secular institutions should remain open-17 
minded in learning from religions and abandon their unidimensional approach to resolving 18 
HFRORJLFDOSUREOHPVZLWKWKHKHOSRIVFLHQFHDORQH,Q(LQVWHLQ¶VZRUGV³6FLHQFHZLWKRXW19 
UHOLJLRQLVODPHUHOLJLRQZLWKRXWVFLHQFHLVEOLQG´  20 
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